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CHAP . X.
Third Volume of Dr. Clarke’s Travels—Lord Byron—Bishop
Mansel —Dr . Clarke’s Blow Pipe— Discoveries respecting
Cadmium— Election to the office of Sub- Librarian—Inscrip¬
tion for Sir John Moore— Dissertation on the Lituus—Illness
—Death — Character.

Shortly

after the return of Dr. Clarke to his resi¬

dence in the town of Cambridge , the third volume
of his Travels made its appearance from the press,
which , as it was more anxiously expected and better
received by the public than either of the former, so
was it also the most approved by himself . The sub¬
jects evidently pleased him , and he seems also to
have been pleased with his own management of
them , particularly with the History of the Pyramids,
of which he expressed his conviction , that it would
live, when “ he himself should be gathered to his
fathers .” With the second it was quite otherwise,
for he was never satisfied respecting it, either before
or after its publication , and when some strong praise
of this volume was reported to him by his bookseller
in town , he only expressed a wish, that he could
find an echo to it in his own breast ; more favour¬
able , however , was the opinion formed of it by his
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friends , especially Lord Byron , whose remarks , com¬
ing as they do from a competent witness of no ordi¬
nary stamp, and marked as they are with a tone of
feeling , which is honourable both to the subject of
this Memoir and himself, will not be unacceptable to
the reader.

From Lord Byron

to

Dr . Clarke.

“ St . James ’s Street , June 26, 1812.

“ Will you accept my very sincere congratulations
on your second volume , wherein I have retraced some
of my old paths , adorned by you so beautifully , that
they alford me double delight . The part which
pleases me best, after all, is the preface , because it
tells me you have not yet closed labours , to yourself
not unprofitable , nor without gratification , for what
is so pleasing as to give pleasure ? I have sent my
copy to Sir Sidney Smith , who will derive much gra¬
tification from your anecdotes of Djezzar, his ‘ ener¬
getic old man .’ I doat upon the Druses ; but who
the deuce are they with their Pantheism ? I shall
never be easy till I ask them the question . How
much you have traversed ! I must resume my seven
leagued boots and journey to Palestine , which your
description mortifies me not to have seen more than
ever. I still sigh for the iEgean . Shall not you af-
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ways love its bluest of all waves , and brightest of all
skies ? You have awakened all the gypsy in me. I
long to be restless again , and wandering ; see what
mischief you do, you won ’t allow gentlemen to settle
quietly at home . I will not wish you success and
fame, for you have both , but all the happiness which
even these cannot always give .”

“Dec . 15, 1813.

“Your very kind letter is the more agreeable , be¬
cause , setting aside talents , judgment , and the ‘ laudari a laudato ,’ &c. you have been on the spot ; you
have seen and described more of the East than any
of your predecessors — I need not say how ably and
successfully ; and (excuse the bathos ) you are one of
the very few who can pronounce how far my costume
(to use an affected but expressive word ) is correct.
As to poesy , that is as , ‘men, gods , and columns,’
please to decide upon it ; but I am sure that I am an¬
xious to have an observer ’s, particularly a famous ob¬
server’s, testimony on the fidelity of my manners and
dresses ; and , as far as memory and an oriental twist
in my imagination have permitted , it has been my en¬
deavour to present to the Franks , a sketch of that of
which you have and will present them a complete pic¬
ture . It was with this notion , that I felt compelled
to make my hero and heroine relatives , as you well
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know that none else could there obtain that degree of
intercourse leading to genuine affection ; I had nearly
made them rather too much akin to each other ; and
though the wild passions of the East , and some great
examples in Alfieri , Ford , and Schiller ( to stop short
of antiquity ), might have pleaded in favour of a copy¬
ist , yet the times of the north (not Frederic , but our
climate ) induced me to alter their consanguinity and
confine them to cousinship . I also wished to try my
hand on a female character in Zuleika , and have en¬
deavoured , as far as the grossness of our masculine
ideas will allow, to preserve her purity without im¬
pairing the ardour of her attachment . As to criti¬
cism, I have been reviewed about a hundred and
fifty times —praised and abused . I will not say that
I am become indifferent to either eulogy or condem¬
nation , but for some years at least I have felt grateful
for the former, and have never attempted to answer
the latter . For success equal to the first efforts, I
had and have no hope ; the novelty was over, and the
‘ Bride, ’ like all other brides , must suffer or rejoice
for and with her husband . By the bye , I have used
bride Turkishly , as affianced , not married ; and so
far it is an English bull, which , I trust , will be at
least a comfort to all Hibernians not bigotted to mo¬
nopoly . You are good enough to mention your
quotations in your third volume . I shall not only be
indebted to it for a renewal of the high gratification
received from the two first, but for preserving my re-
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lies embalmed in your own spices , and
ensuring me
readers to whom I could not otherwise have
aspired.
I called on you , as bounden by duty and
inclination,
when last in your neighbourhood ; but I shall
al¬
ways take my chance ; you surely would not
have
me inflict upon you a formal annunciation ;
I am
proud of your friendship , but not so fond of
myself
as to break in upon your better avocations .
I trust
that Mrs . Clarke is well ; I have never had the
ho¬
nour of presentation , but I have heard so
much of
her in many quarters , that any notice she is
pleased
to take of my productions is not less
gratifying than
my thanks are sincere , both to her and
you ; by all
accounts , I may safely congratulate you on the pos¬
session of ‘ a bride ’ whose mental and personal
ac¬
complishments are more than poetical.
“ P . S. Murray has sent, or will send , a
double
copy of the Bride and Giaour ; in the last one,
some
lengthy additions ; pray accept them , according
to
old custom, ‘ from the author ’ to one of his
better
brethren . Your Persian , or any memorial , will be
a most agreeable , and it is my fault if not an
useful,
present .”
“ I trust your third will be out before I sail
next
month ; can I say or do any thing for you in
the
Levant ? I am now in all the agonies of
equipment,
and full of schemes , some impracticable , and
most of
VOL . it. z
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them improbable ; but I mean to fly ‘freely to the
green earth ’s end, ’ though not quite so fast as Mil¬
ton ’s sprite .”

The following letter upon the same subject is from
Mr . Payne Knight , whose learned labours upon Ho¬
mer must give a value to his approbation of a volume
deriving so much of its materials from scenes con¬
nected with the Homeric story . For the same reason,
even the slight geographical discussion contained in
it will be interesting to the classical reader.
“ Soho

Square

, June 21.

“ My dear Sir, —I sent the cast on Friday , packed
up in the same case which brought me the beautiful
original , and hope you have received it safe . Being
upon the point of leaving town, I have bestowed
most of the two last days upon your second volume,
following you with equal interest and profit over the
interesting scenes which you so well describe, par¬
ticularly those of the Troade , upon which you have
thrown much new light . I still, however , think that
the hills of Bournabashy were the sites of Ilios and
its citadel Pergamos ; and the plain behind (of
Reyoom , I think you call it) the 7te<W iXywv, over
which Agenor meditates his escape from Achilles to
the Forests of Ida . Hector is on the other side of
the Scamandar from the city when he fights on the
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left of the battle , on the banks of that river, and
Priam crosses it when he goes to the Tents of Achil¬
les . In short , every thing seems to suit that situation
and no other ; nor is its distance at all too great
for the marchings and counter -marchings described
according to the then mode of warfare . Upon the
tumuli I lay no stress , though I admit that they bore
the names which they now bear long before the Mace¬
donian conquest . How much it is to be regretted that
we have no very accurately detailed map of that in¬
teresting country . Every mound , spring , and rivulet
should be traced.
“ Ever faithfully and gratefully yours,
“ R . P . Knight .”

But of all the compliments paid to him on the sub¬
ject of his Travels , the lines which follow, from the
late Bishop of Bristol , gave him the greatest plea¬
sure , not so much on account of the quality or de¬
gree of praise conveyed by them, as for the sake of
the person associated with him in the honour of it.
Dr . Clarke ’s answer to the lines is subjoined :—
To

Professor Edward Daniel Clarke, on.his
Book of Travels.
Foa hours with thee , in pleasure past;
For sense, for nature and for taste,
Delightful Traveller, receive
All that a grateful mind can give;

z2
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A mind that lov’d-with thee to roam,
And found, in every clime a home;
In every clime, a welcome found,
On Holy, or on Classic ground:
For such the meed must ever be,
Of worth like thine, and courtesy.
But, oh! with all thy matchless skill,
To bend attention to thy will;
With all that the Historic muse
Can, o’er thy brilliant page, diffuse ;
Oh, say, what could thy powerful art,
E’en thine, t ’ engage and keep the heart,
Did’st thou not bribe the enraptured eye,
With all the charms of symmetry;
The sculptured grace, the magic form,
With life, with taste, with beauty warm;
Did she not bid, with skill divine,
Her pencil glow along the line;
Herself a thousand powers in one,
Thine own Angelica alone?

The Answer.
When taste and genius both combine
To yield the meed of praise,
Their theme, embalmed by every line,
Exists in deathless lays :

Thus, haply, in thy magic rhyme,
The Pilgrim and his Tale,
Buoyant along the stream of time
May still attendant sail;

W. B
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But she, whose “ myriad powers in one ”
Inspir’d thy gifted song,
Angelica *—to her alone
Shall all the praise belong!
E. D. C.

The next year the University of Cambridge was
visited with a typhus fever, which proved fatal to
some of the younger members, and created great
alarm amongst all who were either resident in, or
connected with it. Dr. Clarke had just begun his

* Connected with the main object of these verses, is the fol¬
lowing jeu d’esprit of Professor Porson, every scrap of whose
learning is acceptable. It is a Latin Charade upon the word
cornix, addressed to Angelica (Mrs. Clarke), under the name of
Iris. Iris, said he, is called ’AyyeXos in Homer. It is beauti¬
fully written upon a small heart-shaped piece of fine vellum,
about the size of a shilling, by the Professor himself.
From
a MS.
700
Years old.
Aenigraa ex eo #ge□ere quod ex duabus
monosyllabisvocibus unaui
vocem dyssyllaboQ efficit. Pri-

mum, secundum, tertium, siGallice, *Charade.

ve totnm.

Te primum incaute nimium, propiusque tuenti,
Iri , mihi furtim surripuisse queror;
Nec tamen hoc fnrtnm tibi condonare recusem,
Si pretium sirnili solvere merce velis.
Sed quo plus candoris habent tibi colla secondo",
Hoc tibi plus pi iniura frigoris iulus habet;
Jamque sinistra cav&cantavit ab I lice totum
Omiaa, etaudaces apes vetat esse ratas.
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annual labours to a crowded audience , with an in¬
troductory Lecture upon the origin and formation of
meteoric stones, at which were exhibited the most
celebrated aerolites in the kingdom , and was ad¬
vancing with great spirit and popularity in his
course , when this calamity forced him to his bed,
and dispersed his audience.
“We have been all dying, ” he says in a letter to
Mr . Cripps , “ Angel had the fever first, but did not
give it to the child (his fourth son) at her breast,
proof therefore that it cannot be catching . I then
was seized with it, in the midst of my Lectures , and
had one hot fit which lasted thirty -six hours . You
that have seen what my sufferings used to be with a
hot fit of eight hours , may guess what sort of a strug¬
gle I should have with one of thirty -six hours . I am
now slowly recovering , but many are dead .” What
notions he himself had formed of this fever, it is diffi¬
cult to say, nor is it perhaps now material : but hav¬
ing suffered from it himself , and witnessed its effects
on many others , he had been led to some conclusions
respecting it, which he submitted to the public ;n the
Courier newspaper , under the signature of Senex.
In the course of the same year , he took great in¬
terest in the fate of a collection of vases, which had
been brought from Athens by Mr . S. Graham , and
were to be sold by auction in London , in the spring.
This gentleman had resided for several months at
Athens , and his excavations , which had been carried
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on with great perseverance and spirit under the di¬
rection of Mr . Fauvel , a French artist , to whom Dr.
Clarke had recommended him , had been more suc¬
cessful than those of any other persons who have
either preceded or followed him . The number of
vases found by him was very considerable ; and
though it seems to be allowed , that the specimens
from Greece do not usually exhibit such fine work¬
manship as those of Magna Grsecia in the south
of Italy , yet were there among the fruits of his re¬
searches some which in point of elegance of form,
as well as classical illustration , were entitled to a
high degree of distinction ; independent of the supe¬
rior interest derived from the place where they were
found , which was without the city of Athens , a short
distance on the road to Thebes . Of these vases Dr.
Clarke drew up a learned and interesting descrip¬
tion , which formed in fact the catalogue at the sale.
A few of the lots were purchased by himself , and
remained in his possession at his death , with a small
collection of his own brought from Epidauria , and
some bought in by Mr . Graham , were afterward
given to the author of this Memoir ; amongst which
was one small specimen of great beauty , and highly
estimated by Dr . Clarke , on account of a theory
which it was supposed to illustrate ; it represented
one of the Libethrides , bearing what is called the
Ionic volute in her hand , and he had formed a con¬
jecture , that all the antique borders , friezes, and cor-
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nices , were derived from a superstition connected
with this symbol , which he imagined to be a plant;
at his request the vase was placed in his hands for
the purpose of being engraved , and his letter affords
a curious proof of the rapid and ingenious combina¬
tion of his ideas upon such subjects , and of the readi¬
ness with which he was accustomed to turn his acci¬
dental observations to account.

To the Rev. William Otter.
“ Harlton

“ I

now return

to

you

your

, Sept . 17th , 1815 .

most

valuable

vase,

with many thanks ; Angelica has made a beautiful
drawing from it ; which will be the tail -piece of the
preface to my fourth volume ; wherein the subject is
discussed to which the curious symbol relates : I
never was so interested in any subject in my life, as
I have been by these terra -cottas . I believe I have
at last made out their whole history . The discovery
of a vase at Athens with this most Archaic inscrip¬
tion — ‘ I am a prize given by Athens, ’ or, ‘ I am the
prize of the Athenaea,’ for Blomfield , who is for the
first, and Knight , who is for the second , are two, as
to the reading ; the discovery , I say, of this inscrip¬
tion has recorded the use of these vases in such con¬
spicuous characters , that it may be said to be ‘written
in sun -beams .’
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“ When , therefore , this precious little libatory ar¬
rives , please to take off your hat before it, and make
your best bow ; for no unhallowed hand may touch
it. Above two thousand years have sped since it
was won by an Athenian whom the songs proclaim
‘ a victor, ’ in the Panathensea . Get a Shrewsbury
cabinet -maker to secure it in a glass cabinet in the
best corner of your mansion , lock it up , and throw
the key into the Severn . If it should ever be broken,
expect the utmost of Minerva ’s resentment.
“ I have worked like a dragon to get to the end

of my fourth volume , £wasting the midnight oil’ in
continual quill -driving and cogitabundity .”

In the early part of the next year the fourth volume
of his Travels came out, and the Fitzwilliam bequest
having arrived at Cambridge , he was appointed one
of the syndicate for the arrangement and disposal of
that most interesting and valuable property.
To shew his extraordinary devotion to his Lec¬
tures in Mineralogy , it may be mentioned , that he
began this year to study oil painting , for no other
purpose than to embellish his Lecture -room with
fresh ornaments and attractions , and by a series of
designs to give a faithful and accurate representation
of the native character and situation of his most re¬
markable minerals , and of the scenes amidst which
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they occur . But a more striking proof of his attach¬
ment remains to be told ; for at the same time he
undertook to carry on all the chemical experiments
necessary for a knowledge of his subjects , during
the Lecture itself, that he might have the analysis of
them fresh in his own knowledge and recollection,
and as much as possible brought before the eyes of
his pupils . This task he never afterward relin¬
quished , and it will appear subsequently how severe
and laborious it proved to be.
The year 1817, which was important to him in
several respects , opened with a most flattering testi¬
mony of the esteem in which he was held in the
University , by his election to the office of Libra¬
rian , vacant by the death of Mr . Davies . The
situation , though not lucrative , was particularly
agreeable to Dr . Clarke , on account of its con¬
nexion with the Library ; but the most grateful cir¬
cumstance arising from it, was the manner in which
his application was received by the numerous cir¬
cle of his friends . From the moment his preten¬
sions were known , the warmest promises of support
flowed in upon him from all quarters , of which a
large mass of testimony remains ; and so decidedly
was the sense of the University shewn in the course
of a short canvas , that the other candidates withdrew
before the day of election ; thus the field being left
open to him , be was unanimously elected , on the
13th of February , 1817 ; and the heartiness of his joy
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upon the occasion , it would be vain to express in
any other words than his own.
“ Feb . 14, 1817.

“ Yesterday was one of the happiest days of out¬
lives. I might truly say—
‘ I envy not
The king his lot,

■-

When ding dong went the bells .’

“ In the morning at twelve our baby was christ¬
ened . At two p . m. I was unanimously elected Li¬
brarian in the senate . In the evening , we had all
our friends to a dance and supper , which went off in
most gallant style till four . This morning , as soon as
I was elected , the bells of St . Mary ’s, and of St .Be¬
nedict ’s, fired off most jovial peals , and all was mirth
and gratulation.
“ I hope you will hear me open my course of Lec¬
tures in high force . See the next number of Thom¬
son’s Annals , for a farther account of my experi¬
ments .”
The subject alluded to in this letter , as forming
the substance of a paper in Dr . Thomson ’s Annals,
and intended to be brought forward in his next Lec¬
ture , was the Gas Blow Pipe ; a subject which , con¬
sidering the large share of his labours it occupied
during the few remaining years of his life, which it
in truth contributed to diminish , requires , perhaps,
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in justice to his memory , to be somewhat fully de¬
tailed . The history of this machine commences at
an earlier period , but it has been purposely reserved
for this year , when the interest arising from it , both
in his own mind and in those of others , was at its
height . So early as the year 1814, Dr . Clarke had
been in the habit of submitting many of his minerals
to the action of the common blow pipe , a practice
from which he proposed to himself amusement as
much as information , and which he recommended to
his friends as an admirable way of passing an idle
evening . In the course , however , of this scientific
sport , which began to wear more importance in his
eyes as he advanced , his eagerness for inquiry soon
outstripped the powers of the humble instrument em¬
ployed by him ; and being destitute of other chemical
apparatus , his attention was anxiously directed to¬
wards every hint or observation which was likely to
improve and to make the most of that which he had;
especially in 1816 , when having made a discovery of
a new colouring principle in soda, about which he cor¬
responded with Dr . Wollaston , he found still greater
encouragement for the continuance of his pursuit.
In this state of mind a little work of Lavoisier ’s fell
into his hands , entitled , ‘Essai d’un art de fusion a
l’aide de l’air du feu, par M. Ehrman , suivi des Memoires de M . Lavoisier , Strasburg , 1787, ’ in which is
described the use of hydrogen and oxygen gases
propelled from different reservoirs in the fusion of
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mineral substances , and in aid of the common blow
pipe . Here was one step gained , and while his
thoughts were occupied with this work , he saw acci¬
dentally at Mr . Newman ’s, in Lisle Street , a vessel
invented by Mr . Broke for a different purpose , but
which he thought capable , with some alteration , of
bringing these new agents into use in the way he
wished : accordingly , he set Mr .Newman to work upon
it with his ideas , who after several trials , produced
the celebrated instrument called the Gas Blow Pipe;
in which the two gases being united in a common re¬
servoir , in the proportion in which they constitute
water , are propelled through a jet of very small
diameter , and by their combustion at the orifice, as
in the coal gas lamp , produce an intensity of heat,
infinitely superior to that of the common blow pipe.
The exact proportion of hydrogen to oxygen (viz.
two to one in bulk), to which he always attached
great importance in the conduct of his experiments,
and which he thought could be equably supported,
only by having a common reservoir , was a suggestion
entirely his own, and derived from a theory long ago
adopted by him at Naples , that the volcanic explosions
of Vesuvius , with the intense heat which accompanied
them , were mainly caused by the pressure and sub¬
sequent combustion of these two gases , formed from
the decomposition of water , which was always ob¬
served to be withdrawn from the neighbouring wells,
and even lakes , in great abundance , on the eve of
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an eruption . In this stage of his progress he com¬
municated his views to Sir H . Davy , and Dr . Wol¬
laston , in May , 1816 . The latter was averse from
the experiment altogether , under the well-founded
apprehension , that the retrograde motion of the flame
would cause the apparatus to explode ; and while he
suggested several minerals , particularly iridium and
wood tin , as proper subjects of experiment , earnestly
recommended a different process in the management
of the explosive gases , and warned him against that
which he had described . The former (Sir Humphry
Davy ) reported to him in July of the same year , that
he had made the experiment . In the mean time,
Dr . Clarke proceeded for several weeks in his [own
way , to submit some of the most refractory sub¬
stances of the mineral kingdom to the action of the
new machine , and with no other inconvenience than
a few harmless detonations ; but at last the accident
predicted by Dr . Wollaston occurred ; and Dr . Clarke
himself, with two other gentlemen and a servant,
were exposed to the most imminent danger , by the
bursting of the copper reservoir , under a high state
of pressure , large pieces of which passed close to
some of them , and buried themselves in the walls.
In September he wrote thus to the author of this
Memoir:
“ I sacrificed the whole month of August to che¬
mistry . Oh , how I did work ! It was delightful
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play to me ; and I stuck to it day and night . At
last, having blown off both my eyebrows , and eye¬
lashes , and nearly blown out both my eyes, I ended
with a bang that shook all the houses round my Lec¬
ture -room . The Cambridge paper has told you the
result of all this alchemy , for I have actually decom¬
posed the earths , and obtained them in ametallic form.”
Rendered cautious by this accident , but in no
way dismayed by it, his only care was to prevent a
repetition of the danger ; and being supplied with a
simple but ingenious invention of Mr . Cumming
(Chemical Professor at Cambridge ), called the safety
cylinder , which by the intervention of a column of oil,
intercepts the retrograde motion of the flame, with¬
out interfering with the passage of the gas, and far¬
ther secured by a screen of wood interposed between
the main body of the apparatus and the operator , he
continued his experiments with more spirit and
greater success than ever, submitting the results of
them from time to time to the public , in the Journal
of the Royal Institution , and in Dr . Thomson ’s An¬
nals . These results , which with many others were
afterward collected and published by himself , will
be passed over with no other observation than that
his experiments upon brass (copper with zinc) are
considered by Mr . P . Knight of great importance,
inasmuch as they present to the antiquary an easy
test for distinguishing ancient bronze from a spurious
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imitation in brass ; but the effect of his labours upon
Barytes (the heavy earth ), necessarily falls within
the scope of his biographer , because from this arose
a memorable difference of opinion betwixt Dr . Clarke
with his friends on one side , and the chemists of the
Royal Institution on the other . It is well known
that the metallic nature of the earths is a discovery
entirely due to the illustrious president of the Royal
Society ; and that amongst other names conferred at
first by anticipation , he gave the name of Barium to
the metallic base of Barytes . This earth , on account
of its refractory nature , became very early an im¬
portant subject of Dr . Clarke ’s experiments , the ef¬
fect of which was a firm conviction in his own mind,
that he had procured the metal Barium , or Pluto¬
nium , as he afterward called it, by fusion with his
gas blow pipe . All the merit that he could possibly
claim was, that he had arrived at the same result with
Sir H . Davy , by a more simple process , and had ex¬
hibited the metal without any amalgam , with greater
lustre , and in a more permanent form. But this , it
must be confessed , many distinguished chemists , and
particularly those of the Royal Institution , were not
disposed to allow ; for having carried on similar con¬
temporary experiments upon the same substance , with¬
out deriving the same satisfaction from the results,
they concluded that Dr . Clarke and his friends had
been deceived by the pseudo -metallic appearance,
which is allowed on all hands sometimes to accom-
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pany the action of the blow pipe , particularly in wood
tin ; and that , in point of fact, he had not procured
the metal Barium at all. On the other hand , Dr.
Clarke , confiding in the results of his own labour,
contended that the experiments of the Royal Institu¬
tion had failed , either from the impurity of the earth
(for he himself had found , that he could never suc¬
ceed unless the substance was entirely free from
water ), or from their not using the safety apparatus,
and therefore not obtaining sufficient power ; and ap¬
pealed not only to his own pupils and friends , but
also to many strangers and visitors , as well as to some
well known chemists , all of whom had witnessed his
experiments . In the mean time, several curious and
interesting discussions took place between Dr . Clarke
and his philosophical friends respecting the metallic
lustre of his results , while specimens of the metal
procured by him were exhibited at Sir Joseph Banks ’s,
by Dr . Thomson , and others ; and in the month of
April , 1817, Dr . Wollaston himself , who was always
upon the most friendly terms with Dr . Clarke , came
down to Cambridge , by appointment , upon a visit
to him, on purpose to be present at the operation;
shrewdly observing , that one pair of experienced eyes
was as good as two hundred (the number of the au¬
dience ), some of whom , not being able to see, were
no evidence at all . What his opinion was imme¬
diately after this meeting , does not appear , but it is
probable from their farther correspondence , that his
VOL . II .
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doubts, which rested upon the substance fused not
answering certain nice metallic tests, were not re¬
moved. At all events, the same scepticism, or rather
infidelity, remained at the head quarters of the Royal
Institution, and at last, to bring the matter to issue,
Dr. Clarke fairly proposed to come to London him¬
self, with his apparatus, and to exhibit the experi
ment in the presence of its most distinguished mem¬
bers, and in their own laboratory. For some reason,
the meeting never took place, and as no attempt was
afterward made to bring the parties together, and no
other experiments have been carried on with the
same spirit since Dr. Clarke’s death, the subject re¬
mains, it is believed, nearly as it was. But whatever
becomes of this question,* it is surely fair to infer,
* The following account of Dr. Clarke’s discovery of the
metal of Barytes is given by Dr. Thomson. See his Chemistry,
v. i. p. 342, edit. 1817. “ Dr . Clarke has decomposed Barytes,
by exposing it to an intense heat, produced by the combustion of
a stream of oxygen and hydrogen gas, mixed together in the
requisite proportion to form water. He has given to the metal
of Barytes the name of Plutonium.” He then proceeds to relate
its properties, and describes it as a “ solid metal of the colour of

silver; melting at a temperature below redness, and not being
volatilized by a heat capable of melting plate-glass, but at that
temperature acting violently upon the glass : probably decom¬
posing the alkali of the glass, and converting it into a protoxyde.
When exposed to the air, it rapidly tarnishes, absorbs oxygen,
and is converted into Barytes. It sinks rapidly in water, and
seems to be at least four or five times heavier than that liquid.
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that some merit is due to Dr . Clarke for his rapid
and ingenious combination of means in the invention
of the Gas Blow Pipe ; and a much higher degree of
praise for his extraordinary zeal, industry , and per¬
severance , manifested in the use of it, by which he
has produced results infinitely more curious and
brilliant than those which any other chemist had
effected by the same agents ; all the earthy mine¬
rals having been fused by him as well as all the
metals, many of which could scarcely be affected
by the best furnaces . Berzelius , in Sweden , Mr.
Hare , in America , and , it is believed , Dr . Thomson,
had all tried the effects of these gases by a different
method , but not with the same results . Not to lose
sight of this subject , it may be stated , that whatever
feeling of disappointment might have arisen in his
mind from the doubts or incredulity of others , it
never seems to ha ve put him out of humour with his
invention , or to have interrupted the career of his ex¬
ertions , for during the remainder of this year , and
throughout the whole of the next , his experiments
were continued with such ardour and perseverance,
that no less than twenty papers , entirely resulting
from them , were communicated to the public in Dr.

It decomposes water with great rapidity ; hydrogen is emitted;
and it is converted into Barytes . When strongly pressed, it
becomes flat, and hence appears to be both ductile and mal¬
leable .”
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Thomson ’s Annals , a list of which will be given in
the Appendix ; and in 1819, he collected his obser¬
vations in a small octavo volume, entitled the Gas
Blow Pipe , with engravings of the instrument , the
safety apparatus , &c. ■It contains at some length the
history of the discovery , with the particulars and
properties of the machine ; also an interesting and
lively description of some remarkable phenomena
witnessed by himself attending an eruption of Vesu¬
vius , which led to his theory of the gases , and an ap¬
pendix describing his experiments upon ninety -six
substances of the mineral kingdom , with their results.
His last remarks , directly relating to this machine,
are contained in a paper in Dr . Thomson ’s Annals,
1821 (new series ), entitled , “ Observations upon the
Gas Blow Pipe , and upon some of the more remark¬
able results which have been obtained in using this
instrument during a course of five years , in which it
has been constantly employed ; being a continuation
of former remarks on the same subject .”
Not long after the appearance of this volume , a new
substance was submitted to his inquiry , which gave
fresh spirit to his operations , and produced results
not less interesting than they are unquestionable ; of
which the following statement will suffice :—
The discovery of a new metal in one of the ores of
Zinc , by Professor Stromeyer , about the latter end
of the year 1817 , was known to the English che¬
mists ; but the rarity of the mineral from which it had
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been obtained , had prevented the greater part of the
scientific world , from all farther examination of its
properties . In the autumn of 1819, however , Dr.
Thomson had published , in the Annals of Philosophy,
a paper by Stromeyer , on this subject , under the
guidance of which , Dr . Clarke procured some of the
fibrous blende from Prizlram , in Bohemia , and sepa¬
rated from it the new metal , called Cadmium by
Stromeyer , to mark its connexion with Zinc , the ore
of which had in early times been called Cadmia
Terra . Having now the means of becoming ac¬
quainted with the properties of this new substance,
and the foreign ore having been exhausted , Dr . Clarke
undertook the examination of some of the English
ores of Zinc, in which the radiated fibrous structure
led him to suppose that Cadmium might also be
present . In this expectation he was not disappointed,
and thus was enabled to add to our catalogue of the
productions of this country , the new metal of Pro¬
fessor Stromeyer . This discovery was first announced
by Dr . Thomson , in the Annals for March , 1820
and the details of Dr . Clarke ’s experiments appeared
in the same publication for the . subsequent month.
After this period , other subjects of scientific research
occupied his attention for a considerable time , but
in the latter end of 1821 , he returned to this inquiry.
His observations upon the ores which contain Cad¬
mium , and upon the various tests of its presence , are
dated 1822 , and are published in the Annals for Fe-
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bruary . A subsequent paper appeared in March,
bearing the date of February 6, containing the de¬
tails of an experiment by which he had separated the
new metal from metallic or sheet -zinc.
It is by no means the wish of his biographer to
exaggerate the merit of discoveries , which , had they
been ten times more important than they are, would
be no compensation to his friends for the costly sacri¬
fice by which they were purchased , the injury of his
most valuable health ; but surely every candid person
must allow, that in this distinguished age of chemical
inquiry , when so many skilful and sagacious men are
exclusively occupied in extending the boundaries of
the science , it is an extraordinary trait in the charac¬
ter of Dr . Clarke , that , occupied as he was in other
matters , he was able to make any discovery at all,
especially when it is remembered , that his chemical
experiments were entirely subsidiary to his Mineralogical Lectures , that they were taken up late in life,
pursued under the pressure of the most dreadful
health , and with scarcely any other apparatus than
the instrument of his own inventing and providing,
the Gas Blow Pipe . In truth , the qualities he pos¬
sessed were not less calculated to ensure success in
the paths of science , than in those spacious fields of
enterprise which his travels had presented to him.
Bold , speculative , laborious , persevering , and inge¬
nious , there was nothing which appeared difficult to
him ; and so passionately was he devoted to che-
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mistry , that , to use his own words , he has actually
gone to bed and dreamed of results , which he has af¬
terward waked to obtain . Nor was his want of cau¬
tion an evil of great importance to him, for such was
the candour and communicativeness of his mind , and
such the general publicity of his proceedings , that
his errors were neither bigotted nor permanent ; and
many persons there were, very capable of setting him
right in various steps of his progress , who were not able
to keep pace with him in his subsequent career.
Notwithstanding the deep and lasting interest ex¬
cited in his mind by these inquiries , which formed
from this time quite a new feature in his life, he was
never more actively engaged , in his other avocations
and duties , never more alive to the general interests
of literature , than during the three years in which
they were carrying on.* In 1817 he contributed
* The following cursory observations upon female education,
written at this time in answer to some inquiries from a mother,
afford an amusing specimen of his reasoning upon this impor¬
tant subject. Of course, many cases must occur in which
extension of this very limited range of female inquiry must be
desirable :—
“ In answer to your inquiry, respecting the education of your
eldest daughter, my observations will be brief. Let her be edu¬
cated as you and your sisters were educated, and she will, if she
resemble them, possess every accomplishment, and all the infor¬
mation which is requisite to secure the affections of her future
husband. Believe me, there is no greater mistake than that of
supposing young women are rendered amiable by being what is
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two papers to the Archceologia, and one to the Geo¬
logical Society :—
The first entitled, “ Observations upon some Celtic
Remains, lately discovered, by the public road lead-

•

called ‘learned.’ If I had a daughter(which is beyond my means
of attainment) I would as soon makea dragon of her, as a ‘learned
woman.’ I have seen many of these ‘ learned women’—horse
godmothers every one of them !—but I never knew any thing
lovely or desirable in them. Pope has hit them off—
‘ Artemisia talks by fits
Of fathers, sages, critics, wits,
Reads Malbranche, Boyle, and Locke;
Yet in some things, methinks she fails,
’Twere well if she would pare her nails,
And wear a cleaner smock
“ As for mathematics, the very idea of such a study for Laura,
is enough to make one’s blood run cold. Reading, writing,
needle-work, arithmetic, accurate spelling, &c. with a little
common geography (which comes by reading), and music and
dancing; these things are almost necessary in a woman. We
expect to find them in every woman of genteel birth, and they
are generally found. I would not go beyond these. But as to
the kind of reading, there may be much difference of opinion.
For my own part, if my taste may guide you, I would make the
sacred Scriptures, as often as possible, her exercise in reading,
for this reason, independent of more important motives, that in
them are contained all the sources of wisdom,history, geography,
poetry, morality, pathos, sublimity, unaffected simplicity, truth ;
in short, open the volume where you will, a divine oracle seems
to say, ‘ Hear ! for I will speak of excellent things, and the open¬
ing of my mouth shall be of right things.’ ”
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ing from London to Cambridge , near to the village
of Sawston : distant seven miles from the University .”
The second , “ An Account of some Antiquities
found at Fulbourn in Cambridgeshire , in a letter ad¬
dressed to Nicholas Carlisle , Esq . F .R .S. Secretary .”
The third , “ On the Composition of a dark bitu¬
minous Limestone , from the parish of Whiteford in
Flintshire .”
In the course of the next year a literary task of
considerable delicacy and responsibility was intrusted
to him , in the most pleasing manner , of which he
acquitted himself with great judgment and ability.
The citizens of Glasgow having subscribed a large
sum for the purpose of erecting a statue in honour
of their illustrious countryman , Sir John Moore , se¬
lected Dr . Clarke (to use the words of the chairman
of their committee ) as the individual possessing the
greatest knowledge and taste upon such subjects,
and in every respect the best qualified to compose
an inscription worthy of the memory of Sir John
Moore . In consequence of this flattering invitation,
he composed and transmitted to Glasgow several in¬
scriptions , in different languages , from which , in
December of the same year , a short one, partly Greek
and partly English , was selected by the committee,
and afterwards approved by the subscribers and the
relations of Sir John Moore . The Greek words are
from Thucydides , with a slight alteration :—
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IftANNOY • MOOPE
ArAAMA
ANAPHN• TAP • EHMANftN

IIA2A• TH
TA<l>OI.

The committee wished Jo have an English inscrip¬
tion, but after some discussion with Dr. Clarke, who
thought that it would involve too many details of
honours, birth, parentage, &c. they were induced to
alter their views . The statue was executed by Flaxman, of bronze, and colossal, to be placed upon a
pedestal of granite. The thanks of the subscribers
were afterward conveyed to Dr. Clarke, with the
information that fifty guineas were placed at his
disposal for a piece of plate.
In 1819, * he brought out the fifth volume of his
* The following note, found lately amongst Dr . Clarke’s pa¬
pers, being connected with the transactions of this year, has
been thought worthy of insertion: There is nothing new in the
dictum of Lord Erskine in this conversation, but his illustration
of it will be interesting to many who were acquainted with Mr.
Burke or remember his oratory, and the story with which the
account closes, will be probably considered as curious by all.
“ Monday, July 5, 1819.—While we were waiting at Trinity
Lodge, for the deputation from the senate to conduct the Chan¬
cellor, I had a conversation with Lord Erskine upon the qualifica¬
tions of Burke as an orator. Lord Erskine said, that his defect
A public speaker,’said he, ‘ should never be episodi¬
was episode.‘
cal—it is a very great mistake. I hold it to be a rule respecting
public speaking, which ought never to be violated, that the
speaker should not introduce into his oratory insular brilliant
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Travels ; and soon after, in 1820 , he published, in a
letter to Mr. Archdeacon Wrangham, a Critique on

passages—they always tend to call

off the minds of his hearers,
and to make them wander from what ought to be the main busi¬
ness of his speech. If he wish to introduce brilliant passages,
they should run along the line of his subject matter, and never quit

it. Burke’s Episodes were highly beautiful. I know nothing
more beautiful, but they were his defects in speaking.’ Then
he introduced one of his most beautiful Episodes taken from a
speech on the American war ; and repeated, by heart, the
whole of that part of the speech in which he introduces the
quotation, ‘Acta Parentum,’&
c .—‘all this/ said he, ‘is very
beautiful, but it ought to be avoided,’—Now I will give you
another specimen from his speeches on the same war, in which
his oratory is perfect —where the most common, familiar, and
even low technical expressions are made to blend themselves
with the finest passages ; and where, having full possession of
the minds of his hearers, he never lets them go from him for an
instant.’ Then he repeated all that speech.
“ Lord Erskine also told me that Burke’s manner was some¬
times bad— ‘itwas like that of an Irish Chairman
.’—‘Once,’ said
he, ‘ I was so tired of hearing him, in a debate upon the India Bill,
that, not liking he should see me leave the House of Commons
while he was speaking, I crept along under the benches, and got
out, and went to the Isle of Wight. Afterwards that very speech
of his was published—and I found it to be so extremely beautiful,
that I actually wore it into pieces by reading it.’
“ I have heard Burke often myself; but I have thought it right
to preserve these interesting remarks of Erskine in his own
words.”
“ E . D. Clarke,”
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the character and writings of Sir G . Wheler , Knight,'
as a traveller . Only fifty copies of this tract , which
is in truth but little known , were at first given to the
public , but it was afterward reprinted in Mr . Wrangham ’s Life of Dr . Zouch . Soon after this he drew
up a Prospectus for his Scotch Tour , and made many
preparations with a view to the publication of it;
collecting his Scotch minerals and drawings , which
had been of course much dispersed during the long
period that had elapsed since his return.
But of all the literary labours which occupied his
pen in the course of this year , the most captivating
to his own fancy was his Treatise on the Lituus , an
interesting and highly ornamented work , originating
in one of those accidents which never happened to
any one but Dr . Clarke , and furnishing a striking
example of the irresistible energy with which his ob¬
jects were pursued . In the month of August , a
watchmaker at Cambridge , accustomed to collect
coins , &c. in the way of traffic, for a young friend
of Dr . Clarke , shewed him the impression of a gem
that had lately passed through his hands , on which
were represented some ancient symbols with the
letters A V. After comparing this impression , which
struck him as being extraordinary , with some coins
and engravings in his own possession , the gentleman
consulted Dr . Clarke , who , having taken a little
time to consider , came to him at St . John ’s, and in¬
quired with great eagerness where the gem was . The
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watchmaker having been mentioned , was imme¬
diately had recourse to, and from him they disco¬
vered , that it had been sold to a magistrate residing
about ten miles from Cambridge , who happened
accidentally to be an acquaintance of Dr . Clarke ’s
friend ; a chaise was immediately procured , and away
they went together to the house of Mr . Gardener , the
magistrate in question , who being overcome by Dr.
Clarke ’s entreaties gave up his bargain , which was
carried off in great triumph to Cambridge . From
the moment this gem was in his possession , little
else was thought or talked of, for some time ; all his
letters were sealed with the signet of Augustus ; every
authority , living or dead , likely to throw light upon
the subject was consulted , and Mrs . Clarke ’s taste
was called forth to make drawings from various
sources for the illustration of it ; and finally at the
end of three weeks was produced his Dissertation on
the Lituus ; which , whatever becomes of the signet
or its history , will live to evince his extraordinary
industry and ingenuity , and farther to establish a
distinction between two antique symbols , the Lituus
and the Pedum , which had hitherto been much con¬
founded . The work was read before the Antiquarian
Society in 1820 , and published in the Archseologia
for 1821 ; and both before and after its publication
was the subject of a correspondence with Dr . Blomfield and Mr . Payne Knight.
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In the course of the same year , a number of resident
members of the University , mutually known to each

other , and chiefly devoted to scientific pursuits , asso¬
ciated together for the purpose of founding a Philoso¬
phical Society at Cambridge . Of this scheme , whose
direct object was the promotion of science , and its na¬
tural tendency to raise the credit of theUniversity ,Dr.
Clarke was of course one of the earliest and one of the
most zealous advocates and supporters ; and as it was
thought advisable , that some address should be pro¬
vided explanatory of the design and objects of the
Institution , he was requested by a sort of temporary
council , to draw it up . Accordingly he undertook
the task , and his address having been read at the
first meeting , was afterward printed by order of the
Society , and circulated with the first volume of their
Transactions ; although for some reason it was not
connected with the volume . Nor did his anxiety for
the support and honour of the Society rest here ; he
wrote letters to almost all the literary men of his ac¬
quaintance , to request their co-operation and support;
combated with great spirit in several instances , the
opposition that was made to it from others ; and
during the short remainder of his life , contributed
three Papers , which were printed in the first volume
of their Transactions.
1. On the Chemical Constituents of the Purple
Precipitate of Cassias.
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2 . On a remarkable Deposit of Natron , formed m
cavities in the Tower of Stoke Church , in the parish
of Hartland , in Devonshire.
3. Upon the regular Crystallization of Water , and
upon the form of its primary Crystals.
In the midst of all these engagements , it is ex¬
tremely gratifying to remember , with what readiness
and earnestness he applied himself not only to his
ordinary duties as a clergyman , but even to some
additional ones which at that time fell to his share.
He preached six sermons during these two years , at
St . Mary ’s ; three of which , forming a series upon
prayer , were exceedingly interesting and affecting
when delivered , and must be considered as fine com¬
positions now ; but what redounds still more strikingly
to his credit , he undertook , under very critical circum¬
stances , and at the special request of the principal
persons concerned , the duty of an important parish
in Cambridge , whereby he added greatly to his cle¬
rical labours and responsibility ; inasmuch as his con¬
gregation , being partly academical and generally
more enlightened than that at Harlton , required a
different style in the composition of his sermons.
Most of these last transactions took place in the
course of a year ,respecting which he himself records,
that he had not a single day ’s health in it.
The history now advances towards the close of a
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life which had been long struggling with labours
disproportioned to his strength , and was at last seen
to sink under the workings of mind too powerful
and too active for the mortal part with which it was
united . The progress of his disorder was slow, but
the steps of it were strongly markedand as they pre¬
sent his character in a new light , and afford withal a
salutary lesson , although it is confessed of very li¬
mited application , against the danger of excess, even
in laudable pursuits , some of the most remarkable will
be thought worthy of notice . At no time since his
return from his last journey to the continent , could
his health be considered as well established ; even at
Trumpington , a situation in all respects favourable
to it, he had several severe attacks in the stomach
and bowels , which were renewed at shorter intervals
after his return to Cambridge , where his habits be¬
came more sedentary , and his studies more unremit¬
ting and severe . Besides many other occasional de¬
rangements of his system , there was scarcely a single
year in which the exertions and confinement attending
his Lectures did not bring on some serious illness,
frequently accompanying , but generally following
them ; and when these were over, instead of relaxa¬
tion and repose , he often found such long arrears of
composition or correction for his Travels as required
the strongest application to recover . At these mo¬
ments when compelled to continue his labours in a
state of weakness and exhaustion , he would some-
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times complain to his friends that the burden of them
was too heavy for him ; but the general tendency and
principle of his mind was to contend with them and
to overcome them ; and so far was he from declining
his accustomed duties , as his strength decreased , that
to the very last , he was always ready to undertake
any new one, which either a sense of duty imposed,
or even his own good nature brought upon him . “ I
believe, ” says he, in a letter to Dr . D’Oyly , in 1816,
“ I senectute, for I knock up sometimes with my duty
at Harlton . Yet I have lived to know that the great
secret of human happiness is this ; never suffer your
energies to stagnate . The old adage of ‘ too many
irons in the fire,’ conveys an abominable lie . You
cannot have too many ; poker , tongs , and all—keep
them all going .” Nor was it in truth so much the
number and variety of his employments that broke
down his health , as the extreme and intense anxiety
with which some of them , particularly the philoso¬
phical , were pursued by him ; an anxiety which in¬
truded upon his hours of rest, and rendered him in¬
sensible to those corporeal warnings which usually
guard other men against too continued or too intense
an employment of their faculties.
In 1816 , the year following that of the Cambridge
fever, he writes to a friend that he was laid up ex¬
actly as he was the year before , in consequence of
his Lectures ; but adds , with his usual spirit , “ I
trust , however , the vessel will still float, especially as
2B
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it has been lately so buoyant, for I never had so good
an audience, and never enjoyed the thing so much
myself.” In 1818, he had a sudden and severe at¬
tack of illness in returning from his church at Harl-

ton, which he thus describes:—
“You left me going on in a fair way to drop off
the perch at last ; and so, very effectually , I did.
What with public lectures in the day time, proof
sheets day and night afterward , long sittings , and
long fastings, as I \tas returning from Harlton , last
Sunday , after rather more than usual duty , but , as
I thought , in good health , I was seized in the mid¬
dle of my ride home, and in the midst of a storm,
with faintness and excessive languor , and unable
to remain on horseback . Dickes, of Jesus College,
overtook me, and conveyed me into a house by the
road-side , whence I was removed in a chaise : and
I have been ill during all the last week. I am now
a little better , but very weak, and muster all my
strength to write this long letter to you.”*
* This letter was addressed to a young officer, a near relation
of Dr. Clarke (Lieutenant Chappel of the Navy), in whose wel¬
fare he always took the greatest interest . This gentleman was
an author himself, having written an account of two voyages to
the north, in which he was employed : and the remainder of the
letter is so full of good sense , that a part of it has been here
subjoined:
“ There are two or three points to which you should look in
all your future compositions. Avoid a redundancy of epithets
—they rarely do any service; and where there is ambiguity, they
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The next year he found himself so weakened
and exhausted about the close of his Lectures , that
he went to town to consult Dr . Bailey , from whose
prescriptions he does not seem to have derived
much benefit. In 1820, besides his usual chroni¬
cal complaints , he was attacked again with a low
fever, which confined him to his house, and for
several days to his bed ; his medical attendants,
as well now as afterward , differing exceedingly
from each other as to the nature of his complaints.
Nevertheless , he took all their medicines in turn,
besides many other specifics recommended by his
friends, while he rejected with a strange perversity,
the only remedy in which they all agreed , viz. relaxtion from his philosophical pursuits , and cheerful
and moderate exercise . Such , however , was the
force with which he rallied from these attacks,

are always at the bottom of it. Again , in your Voyage to New¬
foundland, you use sometimes what are called fine words, instead
of manly diction ; you talk of profundity instead of depth —of al¬
titude instead of height —than which , nothing can tend more to
lower our estimation of a writer’s taste or genius .— It is making
a reader sick with the vulgar sweets of novels and newspaper
puffs, written by the misses and governesses of the ‘ Boardingschools for young ladies upon a genteel plan.’ To confess the
truth to you, it is what I have been endeavouring to unlearn, ever
since I became an author ; for although uneducated at these
‘ boarding-schools,’ yet I was made to imbibe something of this
at a very early period of life.”
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and such the courage and even cheerfulness with
which he bore himself under them , that no serious
apprehensions of immediate danger were enter¬
tained by his friends or medical advisers, who
could scarcely bring themselves to believe that a
spirit capable of such continued and increasing
exertions , and abounding in such playful and
amusing sallies, was actually hastening towards its
earthly term ; and as a proof of this general per¬
suasion, it may be mentioned , that so late as the
summer of 1821, an insurance was effected on his
life. In that year indeed he had gone through his
Lectures with more than usual ease, and finished
them, as he records in his journal , in good health.
Not long after their close, however, new and more
formidable symptoms began to appear ; violent
and continued head-aches, deafness, dizziness,
weakness of sight, and to crown this afflicting list,
a polypus in his nose. For this , the most pressing
of his complaints, he went to town on the 16 th of
August , and immediately and cheerfully submitted
to an operation by Sir Astley Cooper , from which
he returned with fresh spirits and a sensation of
general relief ; but scarcely had he time to breathe
from this operation , before his family was visited
with a calamity which absorbed every feeling for
himself, and caused what his own sufferings never
did, a suspension of all his literary pursuits . His
wife, far advanced in pregnancy , and three of his
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younger children , sickened one by one with a
Typhus fever ; and in a few days were all reduced
by the violence of the disorder to a state of the
most imminent danger. ' What he felt during this
period , and what he went through , can only be
judged of by those who were acquainted with the
general tenderness of his nature , as well as with
his passionate affection for his wife ; but it may be
affirmed with truth , that there never was a moment
of his life in which his conduct appears to so great
advantage under so many points of view. It
would be difficult to find any where a more affect¬
ing picture of conjugal and parental tenderness—
of self devotion for the sake of others*—of firmness,
watchfulness, and solicitude, than the letters writ¬
ten by him to his friends under these afflicting
circumstances disclose.
During the period of the greatest danger, he was
constantly employed night and day in going from
one bed to another , supplying the wants of the pa¬
tients , studying the appearances of the disorder , and
watching the alterations that took place ; and once,
when the servants all broke in upon him in a body
at the dead of night , and told him to send for some
friend as one of the children was certainly dying,
and another nearly in the same state , so far from
sinking under the shock of this intelligence, he had
See Appendix.
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the presence of mind to calm their fears, and to
inspire them with better hopes. In all this, how¬
ever, he may be thought to have only followed
the natural bent of his benevolence, strongly ex¬
cited by the danger of persons so dear to him;
but the document upon which the attention of his
biographer has been chiefly fixed, as indicative of
higher virtues , is a small pocket -book, kept for
his own use, in which are noted down from time
to time the changes of the disorder , and his own
thoughts arising out of them ; thoughts which, how¬
ever various or powerful the passions that gave
them birth , always terminate in devotion : the
moment of extreme peril for Mrs. Clarke is re¬
corded with an earnest prayer to the Father of all
Mercies for better times : the account of her con¬
valescence is closed with the heart -felt praise—
God be thanked , the Author of all good gifts.
Such are the trying circumstances in which true
piety is manifested ; and these silent breathings of
his soul in communion only with his Maker, will be
remembered with comfort by his friends, when all
that delighted in his conversation, or informed in
his writings , will be regarded with comparative
indifference.
Mrs. Clarke was seized with the fever on the
21st of September , and was declared convales¬
cent in the middle of October ; but as another
severe trial awaited her, his anxiety for her was not
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removed till the 1st of December , when, almost
beyond his hopes, having been safely delivered of
an infant in perfect health , every fear for her
well-doing was removed. It was then, and not till
then, that he resumed his occupations with his
accustomed ardour , pressing forward with the last
volume of his Travels, and entering upon a course
of experiments with the ores which produce Cad¬
mium : and although the symptoms of his disorder
had now returned upon him, aggravated extremely
by the fatigue and anxiety he had lately under¬
gone, they seem neither to have depressed his
spirits , nor to have damped the ardour of his pur¬
suits ; of which the following trait will be con¬
sidered as a proof. In the course of the summer,
his relation, the Rev. Mr. Newling, had frequently
directed his attention to a collection of minerals,
in the neighbourhood of Lichfield, advertised for
sale in December , in which, among other valuable
specimens, was a piece of rock crystal enclosing a
drop of moveable water . For this Dr . Clarke be¬
came the successful bidder at the sale through his
friend, and having learned afterward that a young
lady had been his competitor , whose disappoint¬
ment was said to have cost her a tear , he wrote
some verses to console her, and desired his cou¬
sin to lay them at her feet, with the intimation,
which he hoped would be his excuse, that the
specimen was intended for his Lectures . To shew
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the spirit of the man at such a moment , as well for
the sake of the pious thought contained in them,
it has been thought right to insert them here.
Fair lady, on thy tender cheek,
No tear for this may shine ;
This tear will often deftly speak
Thy Maker’s praise and thine !
Here, fix’d within its crystal fount,
The dew of Heaven appears ;
Such dew as erst from Hermon’s mount
On Sion fell in tears.
This limpid drop a sacred theme
Still as it moves ordains,
And speaks the hand of pow’r supreme
That omnipresent reigns.

From the end of this month , however , the sense of
his disorder seems to have been more painful , and
the progress of it more rapid . Writing to a friend,
he says,
“ The deafness , noise in my ears , and giddiness,
has so much increased , that I have applied twentyfour leeches to the back of my neck . What makes
me write to you is, to ask why you were cupped?
Was it not for a similar complaint ? Yesterday I
should have fallen down if I had not caught hold of
one of the cabinets in my Lecture -room ; a sound
like distant cannon rushed into my ears , attended
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with dimness of sight , and extreme giddiness . I be¬
lieve it is all from the stomach —but it was increased
tenfold by the late illness of all my family . Thank
God ! they are all well.”
These distressing symptoms were soon after fol¬
lowed by a sort of crisis in the disorder , during
which he was more thoroughly sensible of the peril¬
ous state of his own health , than at any other period
either before or after . For the first time of his life
he entertained thoughts of suspending for a while
the duties of his church , and of giving up his Lec¬
tures for the next year ; and to Mrs . Clarke he stated
with great tenderness , his apprehension that he should
not recover ; expressing , however , no fear of death
on his own account , which he considered as the
Christian ’s rest , but lamenting the probable desola¬
tion of herself and her children when left alone to
struggle in the world ; while to his brother , whom
he saw atWindsor in January , when he took his boys
to school at Eton , he expressed more decidedly his
conviction , in his own emphatic way, that he was
sent for.
A short and deceitful interval of ease followed, in
which the intermitting of the disorder gave him rea¬
son to hope that he was slowly recovering ; and under
this impression he entered once more, in the mid¬
dle of the month , upon a course of chemical experi¬
ments , preparatory to his Lectures , which were to
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begin in March : but from the moment he had
stepped within the circle of these fascinating opera¬
tions , there was no longer either thought or power of
retreating ; for the usual excitement attending this
preparation , co-operating with the effects of the dis¬
order , which ultimately terminated in an affection of
the brain , brought on a course of unnatural efforts,
infinitely exceeding all his former imprudences , and
partaking strongly of the delirium which quickly
followed.
“ I have left him in an evening, ” says a friend,
“ about this time , with a promise that he would go
to bed , and on the following morning have found
that he had been up a considerable part of the night,
engaged in a series of unwholesome operations with
sulphuretted hydrogen .” In this melancholy state of
self-abandonment , deaf to the remonstrances of his
friends , insensible of his own danger , almost incapa¬
ble of self-control, * and intent only upon the due
* The letter which follows, written a few days before his re¬
moval to town, will convey some notion of the state in which he
was at this critical period. It was addressed to the Rev . Mr.
Lunn, who frequently assisted him at this time in his operations,
and to whom the author of this Memoir is indebted for much
valuable information respecting the pursuits and productions of
his latter years-;—
“ After being up all night, and taking more care than I ever
did before, I lost every atom of the Cadmium, owing to too great
heat in the last evaporation. It came away in orange-coloured
fumes, very pretty, but very alarming to me. I must be trou-
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performance of his approaching duties , he supported
an ineffectual struggle with his disorder till the
middle of Feb .when his strength entirely failing him,
and being no longer able to stand up , he sank reluc¬
tantly into his bed , and from thence dictated to his
servant the course of operations he wished to pursue,
and there received from him the results . Up to this
time , however , the arrangements of his mind seem
to have been vivid and distinct as far as philosophy
was concerned , and its energies unabated . His last
paper , in Dr . Thomson ’s Annals , is dated the 6th of
February , and contains a clear statement of a com¬
plicate operation in chemistry , for obtaining Cad¬
mium from sheet zinc . On Tuesday the 12th, he
wrote from his bed upon the same subject to Mr.
Lunn ; and on Thursday the 20th , another letter to
Dr . Wollaston , reporting his last operation . On
Friday the 21st , Mr . Lunn saw him , when he was
quite rational upon this subject , as far as he was per¬
mitted to speak , though sick and in bed . On Saturblesome to you to beg for all my zinc back again, except as
much as will enable you to say if lead be present. I am going to
work on five hundred more grains in my Lecture-room. But
never collect the sulphuret on a filter. It sticks to it as my ill¬
ness does to me ; and by boiling the filter in muriatic acid, this
acid was contaminated with sulphuric acid, though I washed it
repeatedly . I expect not to find more than one per cent , of
“ E . D . C."
Cadmium.
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day he was carried to town for advice , by SirWilliam
and Lady Rush , where he was attended by Sir Astley Cooper , Dr . Bailey , and Dr . Scudamore . But
their efforts to save him were in vain ; the rest of
his life , about a fortnight , over which a veil will soon
be drawn , was like a feverish dream after a day of
strong excitement , when the same ideas chase each
other through the mind in a perpetual round , and
baffle every attempt to banish them . Nothing seemed
to occupy his attention , but the syllabus of his Lec¬
tures , and the details of the operations , which he
had just finished : nor could there exist to his friends
a stronger proof that all control over his mind was
gone , than the ascendancy of such thoughts , at a
season when the devotion so natural to him , and of
late so strikingly exhibited under circumstances far
less trying , would , in a sounder state , have been the
prime , if not the only mover of his soul . One lucid
interval there was , in which , to judge from the sub¬
ject and the manner of his conversation , he had the
command of his thoughts as well as a sense of his dan¬
ger ; for in the presence of Lieutenant Chappel and
Mr . Cripps , he pronounced a very pathetic eulogium
upon Mrs . Clarke , and recommended her earnestly
to the care of those about him ; but when the current
of his thoughts seemed running fast towards those
pious contemplations in which they would naturally
have rested , his mind suddenly relapsed into the
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power of its former occupants , from which it never
more was free . At times indeed gleams of his former
kindness and intelligence would mingle with the wild¬
ness of his delirium in a manner the most striking
and affecting ; and then even his incoherences , to
use his own thought respecting another person , who
had finished his race shortly before him , were as the
wreck of some beautiful decayed structure , when all
its goodly ornaments and stately pillars fall in pro¬
miscuous ruin . He died on Saturday , the 9th of
March , and was buried in Jesus College Chapel , on
the 18th of the same month.
He left seven children , five sons and two daugh¬
ters ; the eldest son not fifteen years of age at the
time of his death.
Few persons have left the world more honoured
or more regretted . The tears of genius have been
shed around his tomb , and every mark with which
respect or kindness can honour departed merit is pre¬
paring to grace his memory.
A monument , erected in Jesus College Chapel , near
his grave , at the expense of his fellow collegians,
will serve to stimulate the youth of that society in the
paths of enterprise and science : a bust , executed by
Chantrey , at the cost of his literary friends , princi¬
pally members of the Philosophical Society , at Cam¬
bridge , will perpetuate the honour of one of its most
distinguished ornaments and founders : while his
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collection of minerals, * fixed by the liberal suffrages
of the University within its precincts , will remain
an appropriate memorial of the respect paid by that
body to their first mineralogical professor . But the
best proof of the many excellent qualities of his heart,
is the sincere and ready kindness shewn towards his
family since his death —kindness not less honourable
to human nature , than to the individual for whose
sake it has been exerted — derived not from the
wealthy or the great , by whom it would be lightly
felt, but from persons of his own rank and means,
and involving sacrifices which nothing but friendship
and affection could warrant.
His character will be best gathered from his writ¬
ings and his life, and to them perhaps it would be
wiser to intrust it, but the friend who has paid this
tribute to his memory , cannot quit his task without
endeavouring to bring together some features of a
portrait , which ought to represent , one of the most
amiable and the most intellectual of men.
The two most remarkable qualities of his mind
were enthusiasm and benevolence , remarkable not
more for the degree in which they were possessed by
him , than for the happy combinations in which they
entered into the whole course and tenor of his life;
modifying and forming a character , in which the
* His collection of mineralogy was valued by Mr. Hewland at
1100/. but the University voted for the purchase of it, 1500/.
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most eager pursuit of science was softened by social
and moral views, and an extensive exercise of all the
charities of our nature was animated with a spirit
which gave them a higher value in the minds of all
with whom he had relation or communion.
His ardour for knowledge , not unaptly called by
his old tutor , literary heroism , was one of the most
zealous , the most sustained , the most enduring prin¬
ciples of action , that ever animated a human breast;
a principle which strengthened with his increasing
years , and carried him at last to an extent and variety
of knowledge infinitely exceeding the promise of his
youth , and apparently disproportioned to the means
with which he was endowed ; for though his me¬
mory was admirable , his attention always ardent and
awake , and his perceptions quick and vivid , the
grasp of his mind was not greater , than that of other
intelligent men ; and in closeness and acuteness of
reasoning , he had certainly no advantage , while his
devious and analytic method of acquiring knowledge,
involving as it did in some of the steps all the pain
of a discovery , was a real impediment in his way,
which required much patient labour to overcome.
But the unwearied energy of this passion bore down
every obstacle and supplied every defect ; and thus
it was , that always pressing forwards without losing
an atom of the ground he had gained , profiting by
his own errors as much as by the lights of other men,
his maturer advances in knowledge often extorted
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respect from the very persons who had regarded his
early efforts with a sentiment approaching to ridicule.
Allied to this was his generous love of genius , with
his quick perception of it in other men ; qualities
which , united with his good nature , exempted him
from those envyings and jealousies which it is the
tendency of literary ambition to inspire , and rendered
him no less disposed to honour the successful efforts
of the competitors who had got before him in the
race , than prompt to encourage those whom acci¬
dent or want of opportunity had left behind . But
the most pleasing exercise of these qualities was to
be observed in his intercourse with modest and in¬
telligent young men ; none of whom ever lived much
in his society without being improved and delighted
—improved by the enlargement or elevation of their
views, and delighted with having some useful or ho¬
nourable pursuit suitable to their talents pointed out
to them , or some portion of his own enthusiasm im¬
parted to their minds.
As a parish priest , in which capacity his character
has not been touched upon , he was kind , charitable,
and attentive ; not contenting himself with his pre¬
scribed duties on a Sunday , but visiting his flock fre¬
quently in the week as occasion required , and other¬
wise employing himself in devising means for their
spiritual welfare and improvement . Among these
may be mentioned a Sunday school , which he esta¬
blished and conducted himself with unusual attention
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and success , catechizing the children from the read¬
ing -desk , and making them repeat their lessons in the
presence of the congregation,whom he thus contrived
to interest in their progress . Nor can his friends
easily forget the delight with which he was accus¬
tomed to carry over to Harlton , caps , bonnets , ri¬
bands , See. prepared by Mrs . Clarke , as rewards for
the most deserving of the children . It is almost
needless to add , that as a preacher he was popular
and eminent ; for endowed as he was with sO many
requisites for eloquence , and capable of animating
the tamest and most ordinary subjects , it would have
been strange indeed if he could have been any thing
but powerful and energetic when engaged in topics
involving the deepest interests of humanity , and in¬
spired by a book, which , independent of its doctrines
and precepts , was always regarded by him with the
utmost admiration and reverence . But it is pleasing
to record upon the most unquestionable testimony,
that the effect of his discourses from the pulpit was
even more striking and persuasive than his fine
qualities might have given reason to expect . The
crowded audiences , both of young and old, which
always attended him at St . Mary ’s, afford the best
proof of the estimation in which he was held by the
University ; and the subjoined letter from a prelate
with whom he was intimate , relating to a sermon de¬
livered in his parish church of All Saints , in 1820,
will furnish an interesting specimen of the effect provol. xi .
2 c
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duced by him in the discharge of his more ordinary
duty .* His sermons which remain , exhibit great elo¬
quence and pathos , and some of them may probably
hereafter be given to the public.
Of that happy combination of qualities and en¬
dowments for which he was so distinguished and
admired in general society , enough perhaps has been
already said , although it would be difficult to do jus¬
tice to such a theme . It may be added , however,
that though he often gave the tone to the conversa¬
tion , he was more disposed to bring forward the
opinions of other men than to take the lead in it him¬
self, and the genuine delight with which he hailed
a bright or good thought from others , was one source
of the pleasure which he gave.
In the bosom of his own family , and in the inter* “ I have read your sermon which I now return with a thou¬
sand thanks. It is, positively , one of the most affecting and
eloquent, and at the same time, well connected and well arranged
compositions I ever read. Such appeals , and so delivered as this
was and all are that come from you, must have sent away many
a heart, torn for what had passed , anxious to make amends, if
amends were in their power, and excruciated if the opportunity
of amended conduct were removed from them for ever. You are,
yourself , scarcely aware of the effect produced by such powerful
addresses to the human heart.
“ May God long keep you to your family, and to those who
have the fortunate opportunity of hearing such words of Christian
instruction.
“ Ever most faithfully yours.'
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course of intimate friendship , he was more kind , en¬
gaging , and affectionate , than can be well conceived
by those who did not know him . It was here that
the warmth of his heart , and the cheerfulness of his
spirit appeared to most advantage , and though the
slightest acquaintance was enough to excite an inte¬
rest in his behalf , yet the nearer he was approached
and the more intimately he was known , the more de¬
lightful did he appear . His tete -h-tete conversation
with a friend was a perpetual flow of humour , kind¬
ness , and intelligence , in which every fold of his
heart was laid open, and the confidence and even
energies he felt were almost certain to be inspired.
It was quite impossible for an intelligent man whom
he regarded to be dull in his society , or to have oc¬
casion to inquire within himself what he was to say.
In fine, all who were closely connected with him
must feel that with him one great charm of their ex¬
istence is gone . In public life his loss will be long
and severely felt ; but in private it is irreparable . In
the walks of science his place may be supplied ; ano¬
ther traveller equally patriotic and enlightened , may
like him enrich his country with the spoils of other
ages , and of other climes ; and his mantle may be
caught by some gifted academic , who will perhaps
remind his audience of the genius and eloquence
they have lost ; but the void occasioned by his death
in the breasts of his family and friends can never be
filled up.
2 c 2
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The following lines , which are a tribute of affec¬
tion to Dr . Clarke from the pen of Professor
Smyth , touch with so much truth and feeling upon
the most memorable points of his life and charac¬
ter, that they can no where find a more appropriate
place than in the close of a work dedicated to his
memory.
Far o’er each tract renown’d, each distant land,
From Lapland’s snows to Egypt’s burning sand
The traveller pass’d—and willing Fame had now
Placed her bright wreath upon hi3 honoured brow;
Granta’s calm bowers had round him seemed to close,
And happy Love had sooth’d him to repose.
’Twas then that science to his ardent view
Unveil’d her opening worlds of promise new.
—Alas for man ! the being of an hour!
Frail heir of endless hope, but bounded power !
Worn, faint, beneath the still aspiring aim,
Exhausted, lifeless sunk th’ unequal frame.
How vainly now may fall affection’s tears,
How vain the bust which public homage rears,
While Friendship, with resistless grief inspired,
Sighs o’er the ardour which it once admired,
And mourns the genius, that with fatal sway
Had “ o’er informed the tenement of clay.”
Yet tho’ on earth benighted and confined,
Not vain the towering hope, th’ unwearied mind;
The dead shall live, another and the same,
The sage’s fire shall be the seraph’s flame;
The veil shall part, and o’er the dark unknown
Be pour’d th’ effulgence of the living throne.

